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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.6 

 

General 

 JELA-8TYGD6 - Customized forms in another size than A4 caused the following preview did not change 
format until after printout. 

 JLIN-8Y9GBG - The search field for Product group in the Search form is extended in order to display the 
Product group’s name. This correction also affects other search fields with values, for instance Part- or 
Order status in Order lists. 

 LREM-92WBF9 - The dialog box for Sub-object in the Coding window could get locked if you by accident 
entered a space where you should enter Project number. 

 FPEN-93RGE7 - In the Start page component Subcontract summary, the row Printed, not confirmed got 0 
cost and the rest of the Start page became unreadable. 

 JLIN-93SK4F - The option Supp. Name in a designed PopUp Parts, only loaded the Active supplier and put 
it on all Supplier links. 

 JELA-943C84 - Files with the extension .chw will now be excluded from copying from server during startup. 

 MARN-947CFT - The Price Adjustment procedure gave NULL in the Staggered prices when you selected 
Amount and had no value entered in the field Change. 

 AFOG-949M4R - If you used the PopUp feature and got a Remider of a new activity at the same time, the 
reminder window was empty. This error could occur if you had the Setting "Show reminder window 
automatically" activated. 

Manufacturing 

 KJAN-7VRA53 - When using the function Synchronize with Preparation in the Adding / Replanning 
procedure, the material rows could get incorrect requirement time if the manufacturing order was 
replanned so the operation that had the linked material got a later start date. 

 JLIN-93ZEFP - Data was missing in the columns Period, Project and Customer code when printing results 
from the Post-Calculation Selection procedure classified on Part number. 

Purchase 

 LAHM-8G3BXG - News: If you use adaptation 285 (Lithuanian payment files), the LB and LBI payments 
will be merged in the payment file if the invoices have the same due date and the same currency. 

 OBYN-8PAH7U - News: If you use adaptation 285 (Lithuanian payment files) and the supplier you shall 
send the payment to has Language code LT, the reference text in the LB and LBI file will be in Lithuanian. 

 KFTM-8ZLD9B - If you use MONITOR-to-MONITOR and also use drag and drop when importing Supplier 
invoices in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure, the invoice date in the XML-file will be used. 
Today’s date was used before. 

 KFTM-92QGNV - It was possible to adjust codings in the Confirmation LB/FB procedure, even if the 

Accounts payable account was blocked for adjustments in the Coding window. 

 JWEN-92VKQM - Delivery schedules that were sent by e-mail from the Print Delivery Schedules did not 
use the <ref> tag in the e-mail message that were created. 

 SSÖG-93TE4H - If you sent e-mails from the Print Delivery Schedules procedure, an error message 
could be displayed by mistake if forecasts were missing for the supplier. 
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 FOHN-946LCR - News: Format 33 in the Import EDI Orders (Purchase) procedure can manage 5 
decimals in the Price field. 

 JEDS-94ADJB - The Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure created incorrect files in the format 32. 

Sales 

 BKNN-92YDBN - If you had an order with invoicing plan could the warning Customer's credit limit exceeded 
display incorrect information in the Register Customer Order or Delivery List procedure. 

 FOHN-92YM3M - News: Now there is a setting "Use Unifaun OnlineConnect Printer mapping" that allows 
every MONITOR user to choose which printer number that shall be exported and used in Unifaun 
OnlineConnect. Activate the setting to export the user’s printer number for Ship.label from the Users 
procedure in the Global Settings module. 

 SHYS-936KT5 - The Print Invoices procedure created incorrect doublets of Serial numbers on parts if you 
had the Setting "Create serial number in Register Customer Order?" on the Sales tab in the Settings 
procedure activated. 

 SHYS-937K46 - News: We have made improvements in some procedures that manage and adjust VAT in 

Poland. The selection alternative Invoice date is changed to VAT date in the Search form in the VAT Report 

- Sales procedure, this heading is also changed in the list. There is a new list type Adjust VAT date in the 
Adjust VAT procedure, where you can change VAT date manually. VAT date is a new field where you can 
select in which period an invoice shall be reported in the VAT report. VAT date will be set automatically 
during printout and will be set to the same date as the Invoice date. The VAT date can in this new list type 
be changed to another date. 

 FOHN-93SE4R - The variable "Advice via shipping agent to goods receiver's e-mail" was not cleared when 
you registered several orders in the Register Customer Order procedure without closing the procedure 
between the orders. 

 FOHN-93SKD5 - News: The EDI format (Format number 171) for export of order response is improved. 
This is used in the Import EDI Orders and EDI Order Import List procedures. 

 FOHN-93SGT4 - News: The EDI invoice format for export in the Print EDI Invoices procedure (Format 
number 172) contains more information. 

 MARN-93TGJZ - The feature Calculate total price did not work correctly in the following procedures 
Register Customer Order, Register Quote and Register Invoices Directly, if you added a section 
with zero price and already had a section with a calculated Total price above. 

 AFOG-93UH5E - Dispatch advice to Unifaun in Finland/Estonia need another field for Payment reference 
when using Other freight payer. The field Payment ref: is therefore added in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. 

 JEDS-93ZJ3Y - Import of delivery schedules with frozen time did not purge order rows when the zero call 
was within the frozen time. This error could occur in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 CSIG-943ELU - Delivered row type 4 rows were opened when you inserted a row with the same position 
and part number in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-946E43 - The micro help for row type was not translated in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure. 

 MARN-947G5Z - It wasn’t possible to enter more than 16 characters in the Part name field in the 
Invoicing Log. 

 MARN-949AU7 - Every second page became empty when you printed lists from the Part List – Sales 
procedure. 

 SSÖG-949C5U - If you added a new part in the Delivery List procedure, MONITOR shut down with a 
program error. 

 CSIG-94FL3X - Alternate preparation code from a customer order row was not transferred to the 
Manufacturing company during Customer Order Transfer. This error could only occur in systems with the 

supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 
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Inventory 

 BSAN-8NDF5B - The Update Part and Part List – Inventory procedures did not have any validation of 
WH purchase. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 BSAN-8YGHFG - Search for available locations will be faster when making stock reportings if you use the 
new function Location Register (Location names). 

 MARN-8Z8BS5 - Default values on list types in the Product Register List procedure became list type 
Standard no matter what list type you had set as default. 

 BSAN-92RGEZ - The Inventory Value List procedure with the Price alternative FIFO and Base value on 
balance set on Historical, gave a FIFO price 0 if the current balance on the part was 0. If the balance was 
separated from 0, a FIFO price was calculated, but it was calculated from the Current balance instead of 
the Historical balance. This correction only affects systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 BSAN-92VCCC - When you made arrival reporting of Stock orders in the Arrival Reporting - Stock 
Orders procedure, Order numbers to arrival report was missing in the PopUp Stock orders. This correction 
only affects systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 KJAN-933CZQ - The Requirement Calculation procedure set on show Parts with shortage (<Safety 
stock), parts could be displayed even if there was an Order with enough quantity within the parts lead time 
and no other suggestions existed. 

 BSAN-947BNZ - The Print Pro Forma Invoices - Stock Order procedure shut down with a program error 
if you selected Send via e-mail. The correction only affects systems with the supplement Warehouse 
Management. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8EAHNF - When adjusting setup time in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure, the Calc.time 
was used instead of the Setup Time. 

 JELA-8N7ATL - The option Exclude on Date was missing in the Adjustment List procedure. 

 JLIN-928D5X - Reported setup time marked the operation as in progress in TRT, even if it was finished. 
Time Reporting Terminal – TRT is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JLIN-92FH3U - If two employees make recordings on the same Report number at exactly the same time, 
for instance when clocking out, the time for both employees will be recorded. Previously the first 
employee’s recording was overwritten by the second employee’s recording. 

 JLIN-93RBNT - Accumulated time balances were not completely displayed in the Authorize / Adjust 
Recording procedure. 

 TBOL-949E3N - The TRT did not display Extended reporting for users that had Extra work settings 
registered in the Employee List procedure. 

 TBOL-949GFP - There could be fragments left of Addl. text no. on records on Manufacturing orders that the 
TRT couldn’t handle. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-92YHZ8 - The voucher for the VAT report is adjusted so it will round off exactly as the VAT report. 

 BKNN-937GDY - If you translate a name on an account in the Chart of accounts, the translated name will 
also be displayed on previous accounting year. 

 BKNN-937LYE - If you sold a Fixed asset object that had a CC/CU, it was not possible to undo the sale of 
the object in the Sales / Retirement of Assets procedure. 

 BKNN-93MH8Z - If you extended an Accounting year that contained Accrual accountings that started in the 
Accounting year that was registered first, the Accrual accountings became incorrect. 
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 BKNN-93MLDC - If you cancel a Year switch, MONITOR will return to how it was before you begun the Year 
switch. 

 AFOG-93UGXS - Problems with the Outlook integration could occur in the Contact log in the Register 
Project procedure if you didn’t save the project you were working with. 

 BKNN-93XHWV - There could be difficulties when importing salary SIE files in the Import / Export SIE 
due to an incorrect date control. 

 SHYS-94GH9B - The project report in the Register Project procedure didn’t display the Project groups 
Name. 

General Settings 

 KFTM-924BWJ - If you checked Show logged-on EIM users in the Logged-on Users procedure, the list 
could be empty even if users were logged on to the EIM data base. This error occurred because of name 
change of the EIM database was made and the procedure could not manage the new database name. 

 This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-92NL3E - If you entered a To date in the Print Log Ledger procedure, the date was not displayed in 
all different log ledgers that you should reset. The date disappeared in the Invoice log, but the Voucher 
date remained. This caused that journals could be reset on incorrect date/period in the accounting. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-93UBPU - It was only possible to enter maximum three figures in the Discount field on the main part 
in the Configuration window. The Product Configurator is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 SOLN-94MDJ3 - Customer Order Transfer with configuration did not transfer Additions from Selection 
groups. This error could only occur in systems with the supplements Product Configurator and MONITOR 
Customer Order Transfer. 


